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1.

PURPOSE OF STUDY

a. To examine regional integration and local
economic development (LED) in Africa
through the lens of local communities and the
position and role of local authorities.
b. Examine specific cross-border locations and
local authorities and extract relevant lessons
for regional integration and LED.
c. To propose a concrete role for local
authorities in regional integration by focusing
on LED:
– Informed by an appropriate policy framework
– Through a proposed set of pilot projects
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2.

APPROACH TO CASE STUDIES

a. CRITERIA: Three locations identified. Two
border posts chosen in EAC and one border
post in SADC. Six countries were impacted
upon. Interviews held with three local
authorities. Random targeting of local citizens
residing / working in cross border areas
adjacent to border posts.

b. CONSTRAINTS / LIMITATIONS: Both local
authorities on either side of border were not
interviewed. Cross-border communities on
either side of border were not interviewed.
Limited access to documentation from official
authorities.
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3.

POLICY ARGUMENT

a) Local governments situated at the borders of
the 54 African Union member states act as
the local tailors and seamstresses of regional
integation who stitch and keep the mosaic
map of the continent together.
b) African local governments can and do play a
key role in promoting the four freedoms of
regional integration (i.e. the free movement
of people, goods, services and capital)
c)

The position and role of cross-border
communities as actors and benefactors of
regional integration must be enhanced.
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4.1 CROSS-BORDER CASE STUDY 1: NAMANGA
(TANZANIA – KENYA)
d.

Border post represents the positive future of
improved infrastructure and the construction of
the One Stop Border Post. However, water
shortage is a problem.

e.

A closer examination of the community and small
town reveals that it has two faces. Behind the
Main road leading to the border post there is
vibrant and chaotic mixture of formal and informal
businesses and trading activity. This area is hidden
from the normal border traffic and is also home to
the grey area between Tanzania and Kenya.

f.

An official of the Longido District noted that
regional integration and cross-border cooperation
do not formally appear in the development plans
of the District.

g.

The level of awareness of EAC regional integration
and the One Stop Border initiatives by organised
local business people is impressive.

a. Namanga Border Post: This border post is the
main point of entry / exit between northern
Tanzania and southern Kenya
b.

c.

Symbolically & economically very important to
both Tanzania and Kenya since it is the main
land-based crossing point between the two
countries. Between 700 – 1000 people cross the
border daily.
Border post is located between the Longido
district (Tanzania) and the Kajiado County
(Kenya).
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NAMANGA: SOME INTERVIEWS
ISSUES RAISED BY NAMANGA BUSINESS PEOPLE
A brief meeting with a small group of business people in Namanga

revealed a high level of awareness of the EAC regional integration
initiatives. Various problems were highlighted :
i.
ii.

iii.

STORY OF DISTRIBUTOR OF JAMBO BISCUITS
David (not his real name) delivers biscuits on a monthly basis
in his truck to traders in “no-mans-land” at the Namanga
border post. His customers buy in bulk. Since he is a Kenyan he
sticks to the area known as “no-mans-land” and does not cross
the gravel road to the left into Tanzania (see picture below).
The police from the Kenyan side allow him to cross the border
on the understanding that he is only coming to this particular
area. This way he also does not have to pass the Tanzanian
immigration offices. David is satisfied with his business and
the regular clients that he has in this area.

iv.

v.
vi.

People are harassed for money by various officials;
Many people are not aware of the EAC Common Market Protocol
(CMP) and this gets used against them, i.e. especially the informal
traders;
Non-trade barriers (NTBs) are a major problem. An example cited
was the parking fees introduced by the Longido District;
Unnecessary procedures were cited which resulted in long
waiting times, such as the scanning of oranges. Some trucks had to
stay at the border post for up to 1 month;
Procedures at the borders were too complicated for the
informal sector;
It was felt that there were no problems on the Kenyan side of the
border, maybe because they had a Trade Advisor.

They proposed the installation of anti-corruption hotlines at the
border and general awareness raising of ordinary people of their rights.
They believed that the OSBP would bring unique economic
opportunities to the area.
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NAMANGA RECOMMENDATIONS
a. Local governments of Longido and Kajiado must both give greater attention to the
provision of basic services to border communities.
b. The water shortage in Namanga must receive top priority. Joint solutions to the
provision of water should be explored by the two cross-border local authorities,
supported by their central governments.
c. The dialogue that exists between Longido and Kajiado councils needs to be
deepened into a formal cross-border partnership that covers a range of issues. The
basis of this partnership should be to view this cross-border as a zone and catalyst
of opportunity and socio-economic development.

A small butchery in “no-mans-land”.

d. The unique opportunities associated with the One Stop Border Post in Namanga
needs closer attention. These opportunities must catapult both formal and informal
traders and businesses into a higher and more sustainable economic trajectory. The
two faces of Namanga in Tanzania must harmonized.
e. Sustained awareness creation programme on regional integration of the
challenges and opportunities facing local communities in cross-border areas needs
on-going action.
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4.2 CROSS-BORDER CASE STUDY 2: AKANYARU
(RWANDA – BURUNDI)
a.

There is a seasonal cross-border movement of
fresh produce between Rwanda and Burundi.

b.

District’s Regional Development Plan addresses
regional integration and proposes the
construction of a Cross Border Trade Complex,
which will include shops, a market, lodges,
restaurants and offices. Key objectives of this
Complex are:

1. Akanyaru Haut Border: Main point of entry / exit
between southern Rwanda and northern Burundi.
Between 400 – 1200 people cross the border daily .

i.
ii.

2. Problems include the illegal migration of people,
limited infrastructure and facilities for border staff,
e.g. parking.

iii.
iv.

3. The Nyaruguru District Council provides temporary
movement passes to local residents. This pass is
free and is valid for up to 15 days. On the Burundi
side, local residents had to pay a small fee for such a
pass

c.

Helping people to get revenue and an income;
Since women made up more than 50% of traders
they were most likely to benefit from this
initiative;
The District will be in a better position to control
people and traders; and
It will improve the ability of the District to collect
taxes.

District organises local communities into
various cooperatives which are then linked up
with work opportunities around the border
post.
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SOME INTERVIEWS
STORY OF CLAUDE NIYONAMBAZA
(FOREX BUREAU LTD)
Claude is from the Ngoma area in the Nyaruguru District. He
has been working at the Forex Bureau at the border post since
2008. The border authorities gave them permission to
construct their small offices from where they operate. There
are two Forex agents, both are managed by cooperatives.

STORY OF IRAGUHA ADOLPHE
(MEMBER OF THE COOPERATIVE / ASSOCIATION OF
“ABAHARANIRINYUNGU”)

His cooperative employs 32 people. As a cooperative they
meet regularly with the Sector and the District to discuss issues
of common concern.

Iraguha is a member of the cooperative that off-loads and
reloads luggage and goods from busses, taxis and trucks. This
makes the jobs of the customs officials easier and the owners of
these vehicles appreciate and are willing to pay for the service.
The owners of the busses and taxis passing the border post pay a
small fee to the cooperative who in turn pays the individual
workers of the cooperative. There are 30 workers of the
cooperative at this border post who work in shifts of 15 each.
These shifts change on a daily basis.
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AKANYARU RECOMMENDATIONS
a. District must be further supported to explore a
range of opportunities linked to the proposed Cross
Border Trade Complex. The proposed location of the
Cross-Border Trade Complex needs careful
consideration.
b. Other opportunities for complementary community
based economic activity must be explored at the
border post. The cooperatives are a good practice.
c.

The idea of constructing a major hydro power
project that involves the governments of Rwanda
and Burundi, the Nyaruguru District and the
Commune of Busina must be supported.

d. Initiatives such as multi-purpose District Offices /
Centres should be targeted to be as close to the
border post as possible.
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4.3 CROSS-BORDER CASE STUDY 3: BEIT BRIDGE /
MUSINA (SOUTH AFRICA – ZIMBABWE)

1. Beit Bridge Border Post: Located between northern
South Africa and southern Zimbabwe; open 24 hours.
2. As much as 20 000 people cross the border daily.
approximately 400 trucks. Key problems include:
– Smuggling of illegal goods, such as meat, stolen vehicles,
illegal petrol, cigarettes and contraband.
– Human trafficking
– Corruption affects both sides of the border post.

3. Local Border Control Coordination Committee
convenes regularly of all the government departments
and agencies at the border post.
4. South African government has decided to establish a
Border Management Agency to improve overall
management and coordination

4. Musina municipality has a twinning arrangement
with the Beit Bridge Town Council in Zimbabwe.
Signed on 29 October 2004 - aimed at
strengthening relations and co-operation to cooperate on areas around service delivery, economic
development, tourism and corporate governance

5. Plans to accommodate future growth of Musina,
which is informed by it location adjacent to the
border with Zimbabwe. Musina approved as a
special economic zone (SEZ)
6. The municipal Integrated Development Plan and
LED Strategy recognises its cross border location
with its neighbouring municipality in Zimbabwe.

7. Municipality undertook a range surveys a few
years ago which included 64 formal businesses and
36 informal businesses. Was a strong focus on
cross-border trade. In 2008 was found that 85% of
Zimbabwean respondents engage in cross-border
informal trade for income purposes
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SOME INTERVIEWS
STORY OF THE “THICK MADAM”
(ZIMBABWEAN SEX WORKER)

STORY OF MARIA
(SOUTH AFRICAN INFORMAL TRADER)
Maria is an elderly lady trading outside a Musina Factory
Shop. She has not enjoyed much luck selling her fruit and
vegetables. She buys her stock from the local Factory
Shop and then sells this same produce from outside the
shop. In the last 3 days she sold only 2 oranges.

The “Thick Madam” (as she preferred to be called)
is from Masvingo in Zimbabwe. She has been in
South Africa for 7 years where she rents a room in
a nearby township. She goes home every 3
months. She chose Musina because it’s closer to
home.
When she first arrived she started work as a
domestic worker working 2 days a week for R600
per month. The money did not meet her needs.
She had to pay rent, eat and send money home.
She also bought a piece of land in Zimbabwe
where she wants to build a mini trading market.

She says the factory shop allows some hawkers to trade
from their pavement for free in exchange for them to
always sweep and keep the pavements clean. She knows
that this form of trading isn’t ideal, hawkers/vendors take
up a lot of space. She would like the local municipality to
build a vendors trade point, where all vendors will
operate from.
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MUSINA / BEIT BRIDGE RECOMMENDATIONS
a.

Updated set of complementary (i.e. by both cross-border local
authorities) LED-related surveys are required to better understand the
dynamics of cross-border local economic trade and economic activity.
Informal traders need specific attention on either side of the border.
The twinning arrangements and LED plans should be adjusted.

b.

Existing proposals linked to the SEZ, such as MUTASSHI (Musina To
Africa Strategic Supply Hub Initiative) and Limpopo Eco-Industrial Park
(LEIP) initiatives , need to be supported

c.

Corruption must be tackled jointly by the various government
authorities

d.

Public sector employment creation programmes in cross-border
communities, such as the existing Expanded Public Works Programme /
Community Work Programme, need to be scaled up

e.

Appropriate interventions are required to address the housing
shortages in cross border communities in a manner that combats
xenophobia.

f.

Complex problems, such as sex work , HIV / AIDS, mutilation and human
trafficking ,require an inter-agency, inter-governmental and crossborder solutions-driven approach.

Whyte Street in Musina is one
of the busiest streets where
bulk / wholesale purchasing is
seen. Here most goods are
purchased and loaded for
transport to Zimbabwe.
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5. PROPOSED PILOT CROSS-BORDER LED PROJECT
PROPOSALS
1. PROMOTION OF REGIONAL INTEGRATION AT A LOCAL LEVEL
2. CROSS-BORDER INTER-MUNICIPAL COOPERATION FACILITATION
3. EXTENSION OF BASIC PUBLIC SERVICES IN CROSS-BORDER AREAS
4. DETAILED CROSS-BORDER LED AND TRADE SURVEYS IN TARGETED AREAS
5. PILOTING THE ROLE OF CROSS-BORDER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN INTEGRATED BORDER MANAGEMENT
6. OPERATIONALIZING THE EAC COMMON MARKET PROTOCOL AT A LOCAL LEVEL
7. ROLL-OUT OF AN INTEGRATED PILOT INITIATIVE ON ANTI-CORRUPTION
8. SUPPORT FOR CROSS-BORDER TRADE MARKETS
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(a) PROJECT EXAMPLE:
EXTENSION OF BASIC PUBLIC SERVICES IN
CROSS-BORDER AREAS
1. LOCATION: One cross-border area (i.e. local governments on
either side of a border post) between each of the 5 EAC Partner
States.
2. DURATION: 54 months
3. BENEFICIARIES: Cross-border local governments; Rural and
urban communities residing in cross-border local governments;
All traffic passing through border areas.
4. IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS: Cross-Border local governments;
National Ministries responsible for Local Development, Local
Government and Decentralisation; National Ministries
responsible for Public Works; National Ministries responsible for
East African Community Affairs; EAC; World Bank; African
Development Bank; JICA; European Commission.
5. COSTS: tbd
6. BACKGROUND: Many local communities in cross border areas do
not have access to basic public services, like potable water,
decent sanitation, adequate shelter, schools, clinics, reliable
roads etc. Some regional infrastructure and One Stop Border
Post projects are not directly benefiting all the local communities
in cross-border areas. There is a need to ensure that all local
communities in cross-border areas benefit from access to basic
public services and infrastructure.

7. OBJECTIVES: (a) Equitable, sustainable and accessible basic
public services to local communities in cross-border areas.
(b) Healthy local communities with improved living conditions.
(c) Attractive and enabling conditions for investment, trade
and LED in cross-border areas.
8. ACTIVITIES: (a) Undertake infrastructure and basic services
audit in all cross-border areas. (b) Mobilise resources to rollout the extension of basic public services. (c) Managing the
roll-out of basic public infrastructure and services projects.
(d) Use Public Works and local labour-based approaches to
infrastructure development.
9. OUTPUT: Improved basic services and infrastructure
benefitting all local communities and local economic
development (LED) initiatives cross-border areas.
10. STAFF REQUIRED: Experts in Town & Regional Planning, Rural
Development, Engineering, Infrastructure Development; GIS;
Project Management. Local communities to undertake
unskilled and semi-skilled construction and maintenance
work.
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(b) PROJECT EXAMPLE:
SUPPORT FOR CROSS-BORDER TRADE MARKETS
1. LOCATION: One pilot local government in a cross-border area within
the jurisdiction of the EAC, e.g. Akanyaru Border Post Area (Rwanda)

2. DURATION: 36 months
3. BENEFICIARIES: Formal and informal cross-border traders; Crossborder local governments; All border traffic passing through border
posts; Local communities in cross-border areas; Customs and
Revenue Authorities.
4. IMPLEMENTING PARTNERS: Cross-Border local governments;
relevant sector National Ministries ( e.g. Local Development, Local
Government and Decentralisation; Public Works; EAC Affairs; Trade;
Agriculture); Customs and Revenue Authorities; EAC; GIZ; European
Commission; UNDP, USAID
5. COSTS: tbd
6. BACKGROUND: Cross-border trade is a core feature of border posts.
In Africa, the EAC and SADC, cross-border trade takes on unique
characteristics. One common feature is the predominance of
informal cross border traders who are women. This cross-border
trade is often directly linked to subsistence and the livelihoods of
rural populations. Cross-border trade markets, if properly designed,
have the potential of enhancing the free movement of trading
goods and benefitting poor rural households who depend solely on
this for an income.

7. OBJECTIVES: (a) Pilot an innovative design for
cross-border markets that primarily benefits
informal women traders. (b) Extract lessons and
best practices
for other cross-border trade
markets in Africa.
8. ACTIVITIES: (a) Support the local government to
undertake appropriate feasibility studies for a
cross-border trade market. (b) Mobilise resources
to support the investment in and construction of a
cross-border trade market. (c) Ensure the buy-in of
all relevant local stakeholders. (d) Construct the
cross-border trade market.
9. OUTPUT: Establishment of a functional, accessible
multi-dimensional cross-border trade market that
primarily benefits, though not exclusively, women
informal traders.
10. STAFF REQUIRED: Experts in trade, agriculture,
crop development, rural development and LED
cluster developments.
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6. CONCLUSION
1. Strong signs of commitment to regional integration in the EAC and SADC across all levels of
government.
2. The role of local government in realizing the value of LED as an outcome of regional
integration is uneven. This is can be seen the case studies on the border posts of Namanga
(Tanzania), Akanyaru (Rwanda) and Beit Bridge / Musina (South Africa).
3. Greater community level awareness, with the active leadership role of local governments, of
the opportunities of regional integration and LED should be promoted and created.
4. Current local initiatives aimed at cross-border regional integration and LED must be
enhanced and supported by RECs, central governments, international partners, and other
State and non-State development partners.
5. Need to consider various pilot cross-border LED project proposals to catalyse and advance
the regional integration agenda from the bottom up.
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Thank you

Maasai girls collecting water from a river a few
kilometres from the Namanga border post, Tanzania. They
also need to directly benefit from regional integration and
cross-border LED initiatives.
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